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All talks will take place in L5, Mathematical Institute, Oxford.
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Reception
There will be a drinks reception at Lady Margaret Hall after the
talks on Monday.

Conference Dinner
The Conference Dinner will be at Cosmo, 8 Magdalen St, Ox-
ford, OX1 3AD. Some of us will go to the Rickety Press pub
beforehand.
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Schedule

Monday, 10 June

11:00 Registration
11:20 Introduction
11:30 Natasha Morrison: Partitioning the vertices of a torus into

isomorphic subgraphs

12:30 Lunch

13:30 Sophie Stevens: Distinct distances in finite fields
14:00 Akshat Mudgal: Sums of linear transformations in higher

dimensions
14:30 Ben Smith: A combinatorial approach to triangulations of

products of simplices

15:00 Coffee break

15:15 Cat Wedderburn: Burn, baby, burn: Mathematical fire-
fighting to control disease spread

15:40 Alberto Espuny Díaz: Resilience of random graphs with
respect to Hamiltonicity

16:15 Srinibas Swain: An Online Graph Atlas

16:45 Reception at Lady Margaret Hall

Tuesday, 11 June

10:00 Imre Leader: Transitive Misère Games

11:00 Coffee break

11:30 Christoph Spiegel: On the odd cycle game and connected
rules

12:00 Nika Salia: Ramsey numbers of Berge-hypergraphs and re-
lated structures

12:30 Lunch

13:30 Vincent Pfenninger: Monochromatic cycle partitioning
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14:00 Freddie Illingworth: Covering complete hypergraphs with
bicliques

14:30 MatthewWales: Partitioning highly chromatic hypergraphs
into few bicliques

15:00 Coffee break

15:15 Natalie Behague: Semi-perfect 1-factorizations of the hy-
percube

15:40 Joseph Hyde: A degree sequence Komlós theorem
16:15 Yani Pehova: An approximate version of Jackson’s conjec-

ture

16:45 Pub trip to the Rickety Press
18:30 Conference dinner at COSMO

Wednesday, 12 June

10:00 Ben Barber: Computation as meditation

11:00 Coffee break

11:30 Jonathan Chapman: The Ramsey number of the Brauer
configuration

12:00 Borys Kuca: Polynomial Szemerédi theorem

12:30 Lunch

13:30 Hung Hoang: ARRIVAL: A Zero-Player Reachability Switch-
ing Game

14:00 Abdullah Alasmari: Solving an Underdetermined System
with Solution from Finite-Valued Set

14:30 Bento Natura: An improved complexity result on solving
feasibility of real-number linear programs.

15:00 Coffee break

15:15 Oscar Zamora Luna: Turán numbers of Berge trees
15:40 Benjamin Bumpus: The width of f-optimal tree decompos-

itions
16:15 Balázs Mezei: Bisection Width of Regular Graphs
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Information

• Mathematical Institute
• Supermarkets
• Lady Margaret Hall
• Rickety Press
• COSMO
• Places to Eat

Places to Eat
The green markers show some suggestions of places to eat. These
are, when going clockwise from top left, Walton Street:

• Manos – Greek food bar – 105 Walton St, Oxford, OX2
6EB

• Japanese food van (Tuesday only) https://www.im-japanese.
com/ – a popular choice with various (large) lunch boxes
for about £6.50 – outside the AWB on Woodstock Road.

• Will’s Deli – a selection of salads and hot dishes which
change daily – 15 Woodstock Rd, Oxford, OX2 6HA

• Taylor’s Café – sandwich shop – 1 Woodstock Rd, Oxford,
OX2 6HA

• Najar’s Place - very tasty falafel wraps for £3-4 – outside
St John’s College on St Giles’, Oxford, OX1 3LU
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• The Covered Market – historic market with permanent
stalls including a plethora of places to eat and/or get food
to takeaway – Market St, Oxford, OX1 3DZ

• Gloucester Green (Wednesday only) – ‘local foods from
around the world’ (food vans offering a variety of nice op-
tions) – Oxford, OX1 2BU

There is also a café in the Mathematical Institute which you
will pass when coming to L5 (where all talks are being held).
As well as hot meals, sandwiches and salads at lunch time and
coffee and cakes throughout the day, the café also does breakfast
until 11am. Next week will be “green week”, so there will be more
(and only?) veggie options.

Moreover, there are various supermarkets nearby where you
can buy cheap lunch.
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Abstracts

Monday

Partitioning the vertices of a torus into isomorphic
subgraphs

Natasha Morrison (University of Cambridge and IMPA)

Let H be an induced subgraph of the torus Cn
k . We discuss

results concerning when the vertices or edges of Cn
k can be de-

composed into induced copies of H. In particular, we disprove
a conjecture of Gruslys, showing that when k is odd and not a
prime power, then there exists H such that |V (H)| divides some
power of k, but there is no n such that the vertices of Cn

k can be
decomposed into copies of H. We also disprove a conjecture of
Gruslys, Leader and Tan on edge decomposing Cn

k . Joint work
with Marthe Bonamy and Alex Scott.

Distinct distances in finite fields

Sophie Stevens (University of Bristol)

The Erdős distance problem is to find a bound on the minimum
number of distinct distances that a point set can determine in
the real plane. This was resolved (up to a logarithmic factor
and to much acclaim) by Guth and Katz over the real plane.

One can also ask this question over other fields, in particular
finite fields. Here, not all of the techniques used by Guth and
Katz are applicable. Indeed, we do ask this question: in joint
work with Brendan Murphy, we show how to employ incidence
bounds to obtain a new result on the Erdős distance problem
over Fp.
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Sums of linear transformations in higher dimensions

Akshat Mudgal (University of Bristol)

Given a finite subset A of integers and co-prime natural num-
bers q, s, we consider the set q · A + s · A, that is, the sum of
dilates of A. In recent years, finding suitable lower bounds for
the cardinality of such sets in terms of |A|, q and s has seen
considerable activity. In 2014, Balog and Shakan found sharp
estimates for the same, that were tight in both the main term
as well as the error term. Subsequently, they considered this
problem in higher dimensional integer lattices. In this talk, we
present a short survey of these results including our own im-
provement in the higher dimensional setting.

A combinatorial approach to triangulations of
products of simplices

Ben Smith (QMUL)

Products of simplices are important polytopes that have mul-
tiple applications to game theory, optimisation and algebraic
geometry. Moreover, their structure and subdivisions lay the
groundwork for the theory of products of more general poly-
topes, and so a great deal of study has gone into them. A beau-
tiful fact is that their subdivisions may be encoded via a set of
bipartite graphs satisfying certain compatibility conditions, and
so we can remove all geometry and work strictly in the realm of
combinatorics. In this talk we shall demonstrate how this graph-
ical characterisation is possible. Furthermore, we shall consider
a secondary description in terms of pairs of compositions, and
as a corollary derive the first bounds on the number of triangu-
lations of a product of simplices. This is joint work with Georg
Loho.
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Burn, baby, burn: Mathematical firefighting to control
disease spread

Cat Wedderburn (University of Edinburgh)

The Firefighter game offers a simple, discrete time model for
the spread of a perfectly infectious disease and the effect of vac-
cination. A fire breaks out on a graph at time 0 on a set F of
f vertices. At most d non-burning vertices are then defended
and can not burn in future. Vertices, once either burning or de-
fended remain so for the rest of the game. At each subsequent
time step, the fire spreads deterministically to all neighbouring
undefended vertices and then at most d more vertices can be
defended. The game ends when the fire can spread no further.
Determining whether k vertices can be saved is NP-complete.
I focus on finding maximal minimal damage (mmd) graphs -
graphs which have the least burning if the fire starts in the
worst place and the defenders defend optimally. I shall present
some new and old results linking mmd graphs to optimal graphs
for the Resistance Network Problem of finding graphs where all
F -sets of vertices have limited neighbourhoods.

Resilience of random graphs with respect to
Hamiltonicity

Alberto Espuny Díaz (University of Birmingham)

The local resilience of a graph G with respect to a property
P measures how much one has to change G locally in order
to destroy P. We prove ‘resilience’ versions of several classical
results for the graph models Gn,p and Gn,d.

For example, we prove a resilience version of Dirac’s the-
orem in the setting of random regular graphs. More precisely,
we show that, whenever d is sufficiently large compared to ε > 0,
a.a.s. the following holds: any subgraph of the random n-vertex
d-regular graph Gn,d with minimum degree at least (1/2+ε)d is
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Hamiltonian. This proves a conjecture of Ben-Shimon, Krivele-
vich and Sudakov.

We also prove a resilience version of Pósa’s Hamiltonicity
condition for the binomial random graph Gn,p and show that
a natural guess for a resilient version of Chvátal’s theorem for
Gn,p fails to be true.

This is joint work with Padraig Condon, António Girão, Jae-
hoon Kim, Daniela Kühn and Deryk Osthus.

An Online Graph Atlas

Srinibas Swain (Monash University)

In this talk we introduce a new research tool, an online interact-
ive repository of graphs called the Online Graph Atlas (OLGA).
The repository is designed to enable efficient retrieval of inform-
ation about graphs and to enable queries based on combina-
tions of standard graph parameters. Parameters include chro-
matic number, chromatic index, domination number, independ-
ence number, clique number, matching number, vertex cover
number, size of automorphism group, vertex connectivity, edge
connectivity, eigenvalues, treewidth, and genus.

Inspired by Read and Wilson’s book, An Atlas of Graphs
(OUP, 1998), Barnes, Bonnington and Farr developed the first
prototype of OLGA in 2009, which was extended by Sio, Farr
and Bonnington in 2010 by adding more parameters. We change
its design to make it more flexible and extendable. We also
introduce new parameters such as chromatic index, chromatic
number, degeneracy, eigenvalues, size of automorphism group,
treewidth and Tutte polynomial. OLGA now stores over 20
standard parameters for each graph of up to 10 vertices. We
used recursive algorithms and exact algorithms for parameter
computation. OLGA is not limited to the role of a search engine
for graphs. We demonstrate how to use OLGA as a tool to
explore conjectures and theorems involving the parameters.

This is joint work with Graham Farr, Paul Bonnington, and
Kerri Morgan.
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Tuesday

Transitive Misère Games

Imre Leader (University of Cambridge)

In the usual form of a combinatorial game, two players take
turns to play moves in a set (the ‘board’), and certain subsets
are designated as ‘winning’: the first player to occupy such a
set wins the game. For these games, it is well known that (with
correct play) the game cannot be a second-player win.

In the ‘misère’ form, the first person to occupy such a set
loses the game. Here it would be natural to assume that the
game cannot be a first-player win, at least if the game is trans-
itive, meaning that all points of the board look the same. Our
aim is to investigate this.

This is joint work with Robert Johnson and Mark Walters.

On the odd cycle game and connected rules

Christoph Spiegel (UPC Barcelona)

We study the positional game where two players, Maker and
Breaker, alternately select respectively 1 and b previously un-
claimed edges of Kn. Maker wins if she succeeds in claiming
all edges of some odd cycle in Kn and Breaker wins otherwise.
Improving on a result of Bednarska and Pikhurko, we show that
Maker wins the odd cycle game if b ≤

(
(4 −

√
6)/5 + o(1)

)
n.

We furthermore introduce “connected rules” and study the odd
cycle game under them, both in the Maker-Breaker as well as in
the Client-Waiter variant.

This is joint work with Jan Corsten, Adva Mond, Alexey
Pokrovskiy and Tibor Szabó.
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Ramsey numbers of Berge-hypergraphs and related
structures

Nika Salia (Alfréd Rényi Institute of Mathematics, Central
European University)

For a graph G = (V,E), a hypergraph H is called a Berge-G,
denoted by BG, if there exists an bijection f : E(G) → E(H)
such that for every e ∈ E(G), e ⊆ f(e). Let the Ramsey number
Rr(BG,BG) be the smallest integer n such that for any 2-edge-
coloring of a complete r-uniform hypergraph on n vertices, there
is a monochromatic Berge-G subhypergraph. In this paper, we
show that the 2-color Ramsey number of Berge cliques is linear.
In particular, we show that R3(BKs, BKt) = s+t−3 for s, t ≥ 4
and max(s, t) ≥ 5 where BKn is a Berge-Kn hypergraph. For
higher uniformity, we show that R4(BKt, BKt) = t + 1 for t ≥
6 and Rk(BKt, BKt) = t for k ≥ 5 and t sufficiently large.
We also investigate the Ramsey number of trace hypergraphs,
suspension hypergraphs and expansion hypergraphs.

Monochromatic cycle partitioning

Vincent Pfenninger (University of Birmingham)

Lehel conjectured that every red/blue edge-colouring of the com-
plete graph admits a vertex partition into a red cycle and a blue
cycle. This conjecture was proved by Bessy and Thomassé in
2010.

We consider a generalisation of Lehel’s conjecture to hy-
pergraphs. In particular we prove that every red/blue edge-
colouring of the complete 4-uniform hypergraph contains a red
and a blue tight cycle such that their union covers almost all
vertices.

This is joint work with Allan Lo.
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Covering complete hypergraphs with bicliques

Freddie Illingworth (University of Cambridge)

How many bicliques (complete bipartite graphs) are needed to
decompose the edge set of the complete graph on n vertices?
There are many ways to do this with n−1 bicliques, and indeed
the Graham-Pollak Theorem states that one can do no better.

What happens for hypergraphs? For example, how many
complete biclique 3-graphs do we need to decompose the com-
plete 3-graph on n vertices? In this light talk, I will give a short
algebraic proof of a linear lower bound.

Partitioning highly chromatic hypergraphs into few
bicliques

Matthew Wales (University of Cambridge)

A question of Graham and Pollak asks for the minimal number
of bicliques (complete bipartite graphs) required to partition
the edges of Kn. Any proof that linearly many are required is
algebraic in nature. Mubayi and Vishwanathan derived a non-
trivial lower bound for the problem in a purely combinatorial
way, considering the chromatic number of an edge-disjoint union
of bicliques. In this talk, I will discuss a generalisation of their
result to uniform hypergraphs, and a combinatorial lower bound
for a new generalisation of the Graham-Pollak problem.
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Semi-perfect 1-factorizations of the hypercube

Natalie Behague (QMUL)

A 1-factorization of a graph H is a partition of the edges of H
into disjoint perfect matchings {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn}, also known
as 1-factors. A 1-factorization M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} of a
graph G is called perfect if the union of any pair of 1-factors
Mi,Mj with i 6= j is a Hamilton cycle.

The existence or non-existence of perfect 1-factorizations has
been studied for various families of graphs. Perhaps the most
famous open problem in the area is Kotzig’s conjecture, which
states that the complete graphK2n has a perfect 1-factorization.

In my work I have focused on another well-studied family of
graphs: the hypercubes Qd in d dimensions. There is no perfect
1-factorization of Qd for d > 2. As a result, we need to consider
a weaker concept.

A 1-factorization M is called k-semi-perfect if the union of
any pair of 1-factors Mi,Mj with 1 ≤ i ≤ k and k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n
is a Hamilton cycle. It was proved that there is a 1-semi-perfect
1-factorization of Qd for every integer d ≥ 2 by Gochev and
Gotchev, Královič and Královič, and Chitra and Muthusamy, in
answer to a conjecture of Craft.

My main result is a proof that there is a k-semi-perfect 1-
factorization of Qd for all k and all d, except for one possible
exception when k = 3 and d = 6.

I will conclude with some questions concerning other gener-
alisations of perfect 1-factorizations.

A degree sequence Komlós theorem

Joseph Hyde (University of Birmingham)

Given graphs G and H, we define an H-tiling in G to be a
collection of vertex-disjoint copies of H in G. Let ε > 0. We
call an H-tiling perfect if it covers all of the vertices in G and
ε-almost perfect if it covers all but at most an ε-proportion of
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the vertices in G. An important theorem of Komlós provides
the minimum degree of G which ensures an ε-almost perfect H-
tiling in G. We present a degree sequence strengthening of this
result. (Joint work with Hong Liu and Andrew Treglown.)

Using the aforementioned theorem of Komlós, Kühn and
Osthus determined the minimum degree of G that ensures a
perfect H-tiling in G. We present a degree sequence version
of their result as an application of our degree sequence Komlós
theorem. (Joint work with Andrew Treglown.)

An approximate version of Jackson’s conjecture

Yani Pehova (University of Warwick)

In 1981 Jackson showed that the diregular bipartite tournament
(a complete balanced bipartite graph whose edges are oriented
so that every vertex has the same in- and outdegree) contains a
Hamilton cycle, and conjectured that in fact the edge set of it
can be partitioned into Hamilton cycles. We prove an approx-
imate version of this conjecture: For every c > 1/2 there is an
ε > 0 such that for large n every balanced bipartite digraph
on 2n vertices with minimum semidegree cn contains (1− ε)cn
edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. This is joint work with Anita
Liebenau (UNSW Sydney).

Wednesday

Computation as meditation

Ben Barber (University of Bristol)

Several times I’ve made progress on a problem by asking a com-
puter to work out some properties of a small example. Often
the answer itself is interesting. But sometimes it feels like just
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as much value comes from having thought about something in
enough detail to explain it to a computer.

I’ll explain how using computers has helped me to think
about some problems, focusing on understanding maximal left-
compressed intersecting families of sets.

The Ramsey number of the Brauer configuration

Jonathan Chapman (University of Manchester)

In this talk, we obtain quantitative bounds for Brauer’s gen-
eralisation of van der Waerden’s theorem. Brauer’s theorem
states that there exists a positive integer B(r, k) such that any
r-colouring of the set {1, 2, ...,B(r, k)} yields a monochromatic
k-term arithmetic progression which receives the same colour as
its common difference. By modifying the work of Gowers on
Szemerédi’s theorem, we show that the quantity B(r, k) can be
taken to be double exponential in the number of colours r, and
quintuple exponential in the length k.

This talk is based on joint work with Sean Prendiville.

Polynomial Szemerédi theorem

Borys Kuca (University of Manchester)

Additive combinatorics studies the presence of patterns such as
arithmetic progressions in subsets of natural numbers or abelian
groups. These structures can be examined using ideas from
combinatorics, number theory, analysis and dynamics. One of
the best known results in the area is Szemerédi theorem, which
states that each dense subset of natural numbers contains an
arithmetic progression of arbitrary length. Among its general-
isations is a result of Bergelson and Leibman, who showed that
each dense subset of natural numbers contains a polynomial pro-
gression x, x + P1(y), . . . , x + Pm(y) for arbitrary polynomials
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P1, . . . , Pm having zero constant terms. This talk will discuss
the theorem of Bergelson and Leibman together with recent de-
velopments.

ARRIVAL: A Zero-Player Reachability Switching
Game

Hung Hoang (ETH Zurich)

Suppose we run a train on a directed (multi-)graph, where every
vertex has out-degree 2 and is equipped with a switch. At the
beginning, the switch at each vertex points to one of the two
outgoing edges. When the train reaches a vertex, it will traverse
along the edge pointed by the switch, and then the switch at that
vertex shifts to the other outgoing edge. Given such a graph with
an origin vertex o and a destination vertex d, the problem is to
decide if the train starting from o can reach d.

The problem above is called ARRIVAL. It is known that the
problem is in NP and co-NP. The open question is whether it is
in P. Potentially, a polynomial-time algorithm may be devised by
modelling the problem as an integer programme and examining
the primal and dual of the linear relaxation.

In this talk, I will present a combinatorial algorithm that
runs in time O(2n/2). This is based on joint work with Bernd
Gärtner.

Solving an Underdetermined System with Solution
from Finite-Valued Set

Abdullah Alasmari (Cardiff University)

The key objective behind compressed sensing is to solve the un-
derdetermined linear system Ax = b where A is m × n matrix
with m < n and b is a vector. Solving this system under the ad-
ditional assumption that x is from a finite-valued set and sparse
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i.e., most of its entries are zero, appears in several applications
including science and engineering. Using the `0-minimisation to
solve this system is known to be NP-hard. Despite this one
approach resulting in a solution is to use the `1-minimisation to
find the minimal solution and apply the well-known Null Space
Property (NSP) which guarantees the uniqueness of that solu-
tion leading to exact recovery. This talk will discuss a weakened
version of the NSP with particular reference to several examples.

An improved complexity result on solving feasibility of
real-number linear programs.

Bento Natura (London School of Economics)

We present an algorithm for solving feasibility of real-number
linear programs in standard form Ax = b, x ≥ 0 where A ∈
Rm×n, x ∈ Rn, b ∈ Rm. In particular, we present a recursive
algorithm using primal-dual interior-point methods that solves
feasibility within O(n1.5 log χ̄A) iterations, where χ̄A is a con-
dition measure of A that was introduced by Dikin. This is a
significant improvement over the best previous result by Ye,
who developed a two-layered interior-point method that runs for
O(n2.5 log χ̄A) iterations. It is widely assumed that feasibility
can not be solved significantly faster than optimization. Thus,
we suggest that the current best interior-point method based al-
gorithm that runs in O(n3.5 log χ̄A) iterations can be improved.
We outline how to approach optimality with the techniques de-
veloped for feasibility.

This is joint work with Daniel Dadush, Sophie Huiberts and
László Végh.
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Turán numbers of Berge trees

Oscar Zamora Luna (CEU)

A classical problem of Erdős and Sós asks to determine the
Turán number of a tree. We consider variants of this prob-
lem in the settings of hypergraphs and multi-hypergraphs. In
particular, we determine a bound which is sharp for infinitely
values of n for the Turán number of a hypergraph without a
Berge copy of a tree with k edges, for all k and r, r ≥ k · (k−2).
We also characterize the extremal hypergraphs in the cases of
equality.
The results discuss in the talk are joint work with Ervin Győri,
Nika Salia and Casey Tompkins.

The width of f-optimal tree decompositions

Benjamin Bumpus (University of Glasgow)

Tree decompositions have been very successfully employed in the
design of parameterized graph algorithms. Typically an upper
bound on the running time of such algorithms depends on the
width of the decomposition provided: i.e the size of its largest
bag. For this reason much effort has been directed towards find-
ing tree decompositions with minimum width. However, this
is not the right way of constructing an ‘algorithmically best’
tree decomposition because the width of a tree decomposition
which minimizes the running time of some algorithm is not al-
ways minimum. The intuition behind this phenomenon is that
it is sometimes better to allow a few large bags in order to ac-
commodate many small bags.
This talk will will address progress related to the question:

“is the width of an ‘algorithmically best’ tree decomposition
bounded with respect to treewidth?”
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Bisection Width of Regular Graphs

Balázs Mezei (Royal Holloway, University of London)

Let G be a d-regular graph on n vertices. For a vertex set
A ⊂ G, let e(A, Ā) be the number of edges between A and Ā.
The bisection width of G is defined as

bw(G) = min
A⊂G

|A|=bn/2c

e(A, Ā).

For d ≥ 4, we show that for any d-regular graph G,

bw(G) ≤
(
d− 3 +

3

d+ 1

)
n

4
+ dO(

√
n lnn) for d even

bw(G) ≤
(
d− 3 +

8

d+ 3

)
n

4
+ dO(

√
n) for d odd.

As far as we know, these give the best known bounds for 4 ≤ d ≤
122 that apply to all graphs. The results hold for all d, but for
larger d, a result by Alon showing that bw(G) ≤

(
d− 3

√
d

8
√
2

)
n
4

for n sufficiently large is stronger. Our approach is based on a
paper by Monien and Preis, using iterative local improvement
and helpful sets.
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